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Allowed means of assistance:
1. Pen or pencil (recommended) and eraser
2. Calculator,
(a) ’programmable’calculator, e.g. calculator with graphing functions is OK.
(b) Calculators with blue-tooth are not allowed.
(c) Calculators with access to internet are not allowed.
(d) Calcuators with which it is possible to send and recieve messages of any kind are
not allowed.
3. Physical (paper) dictionary (no electronic dictionary allowed).
(a) Dictionary must contain no notes of any kind.
(b) Each student must have his/her own dictionary. It is not allowed for students to
pass a dictionary between them.
4. Ruler.
5. Collection of formulae and Statistical Tables named ’Collection of Formulae and Statistical Tables for the B2-Econometrics and B3-Time Series Analysis courses and exams’,
that the student brings to the exam location.
6. Please note that a collection of critical values for the Student´s t, Normal, Chi-square
and F-distributions is given in the Appendix of the ’Collection of Formulae and Statistical Tables for the B2-Econometrics and B3-Time Series Analysis courses and exams’.
7. Also note that the ’Test template’, that should be used when performing tests, is
given in the ’Collection of Formulae and Statistical Tables for the B2-Econometrics
and B3-Time Series Analysis courses and exams’.
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That is:
1. NO BOOK (except paper-dictionary) is allowed.
2. NO (student-written) notes are allowed.
3. NO other document than the one ’Collection of Formulae and Statistical Tables for
Time Series Exam’is allowed.

Instructions: Please note the following:
1. Start with reading through the instructions!
2. Make sure you follow the instructions!
3. Start with reading through the exam.
4. You may write your solutions in Swedish or English.
5. Total score is 100 points
(a) If you want the ECTS grades, please indicate that on the cover page!
(b) For each task the maximum number of points is given within parenthesis, e.g.
(16p in total).
(c) For each subtask the number of points is given within parenthesis, e.g. (2p)
6. All solutions must be on separate sheets. No solutions on the questionnaire! (If so,
they will be disregarded.)
7. Make sure your solutions are: easy to read and easy to understand, that is:
(a) For each task that you solve, please start with a new sheet: after Task 1, start
with a blank sheet for Task 2, etc.
(b) Write the task number at the top of each page, in the
..................................MIDDLE OF THE PAGE!!!............................................
Like:
..........................................TASK 1................................................
- if you write it in the upper left corner, the staple will cover it, and there is
no for way for the examinator to know if the text of that sheet belongs to the
previous sub-task or what it is. The Examinators will not make any ’quali…ed
guesses’of what is being displayed on any given page. It is the responsibility of
the student to make sure that every task and sub-task is easily identi…able.
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(c) If you continue a sub-task on the next sheet of paper - indicate that at the top
of the page - IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PAGE, like, for example:
..........................................’Task 1B (cont.)’...........................................
(d) Please separate each subtask A, B etc with a horizontal line across the sheet
_____________________________________________
if they are on the same sheet of paper - that way it will be easy for the examinator
to actually see where one subtask ends and next begins.
(e) For examinator readability, it is highly recommended that you use a pencil, (and
not a pen), which will allow you to erase and rewrite if you make a mistake.
Crossed-over text and corrections using ’tipp-ex’ will just cause blurriness and
confusion to the examinator.
(f) For examinator readability: Write clearly, that is, letters, mathematical/statistical
symbols and numbers should be easy recognizable!! Do not underestimate the
correlation between readability and points scored, that is, when readability goes
to zero, points scored also goes to zero, no matter your intentions or wheather
you can read it or not.
(g) Also note that everything that you write will be taken at ’face value’. That is,
for example, if you write 1 the examinator will take that as a 1 even though
you may claim that it is given from the context it should be clear that you
meant something else, like 3 . Thus, given this example, writing 1 , and that is
not correct in that speci…c formula or statement, this will lead to subtraction of
points, even if you will claim that it is just a typo, and that in another task or
subtask, it is clear that you understand the issue.
(h) Please put the sheets in order, that is …rst Task 1, and then Task 2 etc...
8. Please keep the questionaire.
9. Do well!
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Task 1
(12 points in total) Consider the following single linear regression
Yi =

1

+

2 Xi

+ ui :

A) (6p) Do the following:
1. Draw a Figure representing the Population Regression Function (PRF), draw the regression line, mark out what is displayed on the axes.
2. Mark out what distance is represented by

1:

3. Mark out what distance is represented by

2:

4. Mark out an arbitrary observation Yi ; given this observation, mark out the conditional
expected value given the corresponding Xi , that is, mark out exactly where in the
Figure this conditional expected value is ’located’,
5. Write down a formula for the conditional expected value of Y .
6. Indicate in the Figure what distance that is represented by ui :
B) (6p) Do the following:
1. In a SEPARATE FIGURE from the one in Sub-task A, draw a Figure representing
the corresponding Sample Regression Function (SRF) for the model above, draw the
sample regression line. Mark out what is displayed on the axes.
2. Mark out what distance is represented by c1 :
3. Mark out what distance is represented by c2 :

4. Mark out an arbitrary observation Yi ; and given this observation, mark out the estimated conditional expected value given the corresponding Xi , that is, mark out exactly
where in the Figure this estimated conditional expected value is ’located’.
5. Write down a formula for the estimated conditional expected value of Yi given that
value of Xi .
6. Indicate in the Figure what distance that is represented by u
bi :

For the following assumptions for the linear regression model, explain in words what
they actually mean, or how they can be interpreted in terms of the ’idea of the model’.
C) (3p) Cov(ui ; uj ) = 0 i 6= j
D) (3p) Cov (Xi ; ui ) = 0
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Task 2
(38 points in total)
Consider the following models for corporate executive pay:
Salaryi =

1

Salaryi =

1

+
+

2 Agei

2 Agei

+

3 T enurei

+

4 Pro…tsi

+

3 T enurei

+

4 Salesi

+ ui

(1)

+ ui

(2)

and
Salaryi =
Salaryi =

1

+

1

+

2 T enurei

+

2 Pro…tsi

3 Pro…tsi

For Eviews output see …gures.
A) (3p) For model (1) interpret the parameter

(3)

+ ui
+

4 Salesi

+ ui

(4)

2:

B) (3p) For model (1) interpret the estimated parameter b3 :

C) (6p) For model (2) test if Sales has any a¤ect on salary whatsoever, use signi…cance
level 5%. Make sure to dokument the test as outlined in the test-template.
D) (6p) For model (1) test the null that Pro…ts has a positive impact on Salary, use
signi…cance level 5%. Make sure to dokument the test as outlined in the test-template.
E) (4p) Interpret the coe¢ cient of determination for models (1) and (2) : Given this
measure, and this measure alone, which model is the best?
F) (6p) Compare the explanatory power of model (2) and (3) using a relevevant measure.
Explain why you use this measure and not any other in this situation.
G) (6p) Derive a 95% con…dence interval for the parameter tenure in model (2) :
H) (4p) Calculate and interpret a 95% con…dence internal for the parameter tenure in
model (2) :
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Figure 2.2: Eviews output
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Figure 2.3: Eviews ouput
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Figure 2.4: Eviews ouput
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Task 3
(32 points in total) (For Eviews output for this task, refer to task 2).
A) (6p) Given that Pro…ts is already in the model, perform a test to test if Tenure and
Sales contribute to the explanatory power of the model. Perform the test at 5% signi…cance
level and make sure to dokument the test as outlined in the test-template.
B) (6p) For model (2) perform a test of the model. Perform the test at 5% signi…cance
level and make sure to dokument the test as outlined in the test-template.
C) (5p) One of the assumptions for the (multiple) linear regression model is that we
have no exact (or perfect) multicollinearity. What does it mean that we have exact multicollinearity in our data? Explain in words what it means, and give one example using a
formula.
D) (5p) What does it mean that we have a high degree of (but not perfect) multicollinearity? Explain using words, (no formulae needed) in terms of explanatory power of
the regressors.
E) (5p) When doing empirical work, before we do an actual estimation of any model,
how can we know if there is a possibility that we are facing the problem of multicollinearity?
F) (5p) Let us say you have estimated a multiple regression model model using Eviews or
any other software. In terms of the standard output from that estimation, what would you
look at to give you an idea about if multicollinearity could be a problem? Is multicollinearity
potentially a problem for model (4)?
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Task 4
(12 points in total)
Consider the following model
Yi =
A) (6p) Derive the OLS estimator for
make them.

2 Xi;2
2:

+ ui

State any assumptions that you make as you

B) (6p) Under the assumption of V ar(u) = 2i and Cov (ui ; uj ) = 0; derive the variance
of the OLS estimator. State any assumptions that you make as you make them.
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